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ABSTRACT
Background: Tinnitus is a prevalent complaint in otorhinolaryngology clinics. Its pathophysiology is multifactorial. The 
effect of tinnitus on sound localization is still unclear, which is essential for safety.
Objective: To determine the effect of tinnitus on the ability to localize different sound stimuli with or without noise. As 
we compared localization error scores of tinnitus patients with those of matched controls.
Patients and Methods: Two groups of subjects were studied, a tinnitus group (n=20) and a control group (n=20). 
Tinnitus group performed pitch and loudness matches to either an external stimulus.All tinnitus subjects showed bilateral 
normal hearing up to 4000 Hz. all subjects underwent basic audiological evaluation using pure tone, speech audiometry. 
Tinnitus group performed pitch and loudness matches to either an external stimulus. Finally, all subjects underwent a 
sound localization test. The later was performed using six speakers to test the center of the frontal field in favorable and 
unfavorable conditions. Subject was instructed to point to the direction of sound every time. An error score was calculated 
based on the difference between the subject’s perceived sound speaker and the stimulating speaker.
Results: For both groups, there were significant differences between the total error scores for the different stimuli. The 
worst sound localization ability was for the 4000 Hz, followed by 250 Hz and the better ability was for the speech stimuli.
Conclusion: The participants with tinnitus exhibited diminished sound localization ability compared with sex-matched 
controls, and their performance worsened for speech localization in noisy conditions.  Further studies with larger sample 
size across multiple demographic traits are necessary to confirm results.
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INTRODUCTION                                                                 

Tinnitus, a prevalent complaint in otorhinolaryngology 
clinics[1] is usually associated with hearing loss. However, 
to a lesser extent, this disorder can also affect individuals 
with normal hearing[2]. Tinnitus is the phantom perception 
of a sound in the absence of an external auditory stimulus[3]. 
In some cases, tinnitus can be incapacitating, affecting 
activities of daily living related to social interaction and 
sleep, as well as increasing the psychological burden of 
the patient[4]. The pathophysiology of subjective tinnitus 
is multifactorial, involving both auditory and non-auditory 
systems[5].

Tinnitus can impair hearing even in those with 
objectively normal hearing. Furthermore, tinnitus can 
cause a number of changes in the central auditory system 
that can lead to impaired temporal resolution[6]. Tinnitus 
can also influence memory-related task performance, 
attention, and cognitive function[7]. However, it is unclear 

to what extent tinnitus affects sound localization, which is 
necessary for patient’s safety in daily life[8].

The objective of the current study was to determine the 
effect of tinnitus on the ability to localize different sound 
stimuli with or without background noise. To this end, 
we compared localization error scores between tinnitus 
patients and matched controls.

PATIENTS AND METHODS                                                                

This study was conducted in the audio-vestibular unit 
of the corresponding author’s institution during the year of 
2020. Approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of 
the Faculty of Medicine (IRB NO:00012098). All subjects 
provided written informed consent prior to participation.

Subjects
Two groups of subjects were studied, including a 

tinnitus group (n=20) and a control group (n=20). 
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Both groups underwent pure-tone audiometry, and the 
tinnitus group was selected based on pure-tone audiometry 
results. All subjects with tinnitus showed bilateral normal 
hearing up to 4000 Hz. Patients with pulsatile tinnitus, 
tinnitus for less than three months were excluded. Patients 
with auditory processing disorder were excluded from the 
study.

The control group consisted of subjects with no 
history of tinnitus. Subjects with other neuro-otological 
complaints were excluded from this study. All subjects 
underwent an otological examination that showed normal 
results. Furthermore, no subjects had a history of any other 
neurological symptoms.

Testing methods
All subjects responded to the Arabic version of the 

Dizziness Handicap Inventory[9]. Further, all subjects 
underwent a basic audiological evaluation using pure-
tone and speech audiometry using the commercial 
system Interacoustics AD629 Diagnostic Audiometer 
(Interacoustics, Denmark). Both tympanometry and 
acoustic reflex threshold testing were done  using 226 
Hz probe tone were done with Clarinet Clinical Middle 
Ear Analyzer (Inventis, Italy). The tinnitus group also 
performed pitch and loudness matches to external stimuli. 
Finally, all subjects underwent a sound-localization test.

Tinnitus pitch and loudness matching: 
Tinnitus pitch and loudness matching were performed 

for tinnitus group in a sound-treated room using AD629 
Diagnostic Audiometer (Interacoustics, Denmark).

The patients were instructed that the aim of the test is to 
determine the pitch of their tinnitus. Two stimuli pure tone 

and narrow band noise were presented and they were asked 
to tell which one is close to their tinnitus. Pitch matching 
was done at 1 kHz and the determined level used as the 
stimulus level to complete pitch matching.

The test started at 1 kHz with one octave steps then 
inter-octaves were also used for closer approximation, 
till we obtained the closest tinnitus pitch match and the 
procedure was repeated 3 times. 

Then, the patients were instructed that the purpose 
of the test was to estimate the loudness of their tinnitus.. 
The stimulus was presented at the patient's threshold level 
then gradually increased in 5 dB steps until the loudness 
matching was obtained. Procedure repeated 3 times to 
ensure reliability

Sound-localization test setting

This test was performed in a soundproof room with 
a 3-m length and 2.50-m width. Adobe Audition was 
used as the sound creation program, with five speakers 
used to create the sound stimulus and a separate speaker 
used to create background noise. We assessed the central 
quarter of the frontal field. Speakers were positioned 
in a semicircle at 22.5-degree intervals at 1 m from the 
subject (Figure 1:Sound localization Test setting;Speakers 
were positioned in a semicircle at 22.5-degree intervals 1 
m from the subject.). Subjects were instructed to look at 
the centered speaker and they were asked to identify the 
stimulus-presenting speaker by pointing in the perceived 
direction of the sound under both quiet and background 
noise conditions. The noise was first directed toward the 
right ear, and the test was then repeated with the noise 
directed toward the left ear.
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Fig. 1: Sound localization Test setting; speakers were positioned in a semicircle at 22.5-degree intervals 1 m from the subject.

Each of the tonal stimuli (250,4000Hz) was presented 
for 200 msec while speech stimuli were presented for 1 
sec. and 145 msec.

The stimuli were presented among speakers randomly; 
each stimulus was presented 2 times from each speaker in 
each quarter.

The Background noise used was a broad-spectrum 
noise. Noise was presented in a signal to noise ratio                    
S/N = -10.

Data analysis
The error score was calculated as 1 point for each 

22.5-degree difference between the stimulus-presenting 
speaker and the speaker identified by the subject. The total 
number of points was then divided by the number sound 
localization trials performed. Data were analyzed using 
IBM SPSS version 20.0(Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). The 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to verify normality, 
and two-tailed t tests were used to compare mean total 
error scores between the two groups.The Friedman test 
was used to compare the sound-localization ability based 
on the type of stimuli used. Qualitative data are presented 
as numbers with percentages, and quantitative data are 
presented as means with standard deviations or medians 
with ranges (minimum and maximum). 

RESULTS                                                                     

The tinnitus group included 20 patients with tinnitus. 
Two patients (10%) were diagnosed with grade I tinnitus, 
five patients (25%) with grade II tinnitus, 12 patients (60%) 
with grade III tinnitus, and one patient (5%) with grade IV 
tinnitus, according to the Dizziness Handicap Inventory. 
The mean (SD) age of the patient group was 33.30 (10.07) 
years. Fourteen subjects (70%) were female, and six (30%) 

were male.

The control group (n=20) consisted of 14 (70%) 
women and six (30%) men with no history of tinnitus or 
any other neuro-otological problems. The mean (SD) age 
of the control group was 31.05 (15.51) years.

Hearing test results

Although not statistically significant, the tinnitus group 
showed mildly elevated thresholds at 6000 Hz and 8000 
Hz than those of the control group.

Using the Friedman test, we found a significant 
difference between the localization ability in the quiet 
condition for pure-tone versus speech stimuli. Both groups 
showed the poorest localization ability for 4000-Hz                                            
tones 0.31 ± 0.16, better localization ability for 250-Hz 
tones 0.19 ± 0.16, and the best localization ability for speech                                                                                                    
stimuli 0.07 ± 0.11 P <0.001. For the noisy condition also 
a significant difference between the localization ability in 
the quiet condition for pure-tone versus speech stimuli. 
Both groups showed the poorest localization ability for 
4000-Hz tones 0.59 ± 0.26, better localization ability for 
250-Hz tones 0.46 ± 0.21, and the best localization ability 
for speech stimuli 0.33 ± 0.20 P <0.001. (Figure 2: Sound 
localization averages of error scores in both tinnitus and 
control group in quiet and noisy condition with three 
different stimuli).

Two-tailed t tests showed that the tinnitus group 
had significantly higher mean total error scores than the 
control group for all tested stimuli and under both testing 
conditions (Table 1).

There was no correlation between tinnitus pitch, 
loudness and TES nor DHI (r = 0.26, p 9 0.05 and r = 0.08,  
P 90.051 0.6= P 0.12 = r 0.41= P 0.21= respectively r
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Fig. 2: Sound localization averages of error scores in both tinnitus and control group in quiet and noisy condition with three different stimuli.

Table 1: Comparison of all stimuli between tinnitus and control groups in both quiet and noisy conditions

Control group
N=20

Tinnitus group
N=20

P valueMean error scoreMean error score

250 Hz

<0.001*0.02 ± 0.040.19 ± 0.16Quiet condition
0.008*0.17 ± 0.160.40 ± 0.34Noise toward the right ear

<0.001*0.16 ± 0.180.46 ± 0.21Noise toward the left ear

Noise left 0.003*Noise right 0.002*Noise left 0.012*Noise right 0.002*P value
4000 Hz

<0.001*0.07 ± 0.070.31 ± 0.16Quiet condition
<0.001*0.35 ± 0.270.76 ± 0.25Noise toward the right ear
<0.001*0.30 ± 0.210.59 ± 0.26Noise toward the left ear

Noise left 0.002*Noise right 
<0.001*Noise left <0.001*Noise right 0.001*P value

Speech
0.006*0.0 ± 0.00.07 ± 0.11Quiet condition
0.003*0.06 ± 0.120.24 ± 0.20Noise toward the right ear

<0.001*0.05 ± 0.100.33 ± 0.20Noise toward the left ear

Noise left 0.066Noise right 0.066Noise left 0.002*Noise right 0.001*P value

P values for comparing the quiet and noisy environment results for each group.
*: Significant at P ≤ 0.05
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DISCUSSION                                                                     

Results of the current study revealed that tinnitus 
patients with normal hearing had a decreased ability 
to localize sounds in both acoustically favorable and 
unfavorable environments, compared with control subjects. 
Furthermore, the localization ability was worse for high-
frequency stimuli (4000 Hz) than for low-frequency 
stimuli (250 Hz) in both tested groups, which may have 
resulted from the effects of tinnitus on interaural intensity 
differences[10]. Specifically, a previous study has shown 
that tinnitus interferes more significantly with localization 
when sounds originate from the same side as the                                                                                                                
tinnitus[11]. This principle supports our observation 
that there was a significant difference between speech 
localization error scores in noisy versus quiet conditions in 
the tinnitus group only.

The exact mechanism leading to differences in auditory 
task performance between tinnitus patients and subjects 
with normal audiograms under noisy conditions remains 
unclear[11].  However, one possible cause could be a tinnitus-
associated decrease in the quantity of afferent auditory 
nerve filaments. This loss, known as deafferentation, 
has been described as “hidden hearing loss” because it 
is not possible to identify it using standard audiometric 
methods[12]. Specifically, one theory is that auditory 
nerve deafferentation affects the medial olivocochlear 
system, which is responsible for sound localization, 
especially under noisy conditions[13]. Deafferentation 
leads to a dyssynchrony of the auditory fibers, thus 
disabling the sound-localization ability, particularly 
in noisy environments[14]. Another explanation for the 
relatively poor ability of tinnitus patients to localize speech 
stimuli under noisy conditions may be the importance of 
extended high frequencies (8000–16000 Hz) for speech 
localization[15].

CONCLUSION                                                                     

The participants with tinnitus in our study exhibited a 
diminished ability to localize sound compared with sex-
matched controls, and their performance worsened for 
speech localization under noisy conditions. Further studies 
with larger sample sizes and multiple demographic traits 
are necessary to confirm these results.
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